Sample of Feedback from Parents about Remote Learning Provision
I just wanted to send an email to say thank you for the fantastic effort from the teachers during this time. Both
children’s classes have been great and we really appreciate the face to face support the kids get. It’s obviously been
a bit of a learning curve with a few little things for both parents and staff to work out, but overall it’s been really
good.
I wanted to say thanks for the effort the teachers are going to to mark the children’s work. This has really helped me
personally at the start as it’s shown the kids they can’t do things half-hearted and have to act as if in school.
I would like to congratulate you and all your staff on the way the home schooling is going. The lessons and learning
using Teams is working very well, (Names) are both very engaged and enjoying the new way of working. The lessons
are well organised, clearly laid out and easy to understand. I very much appreciate the work that has gone into
making this happen and the ongoing work to provide the lessons for the children.
I just wanted to write and say thank you to you and (teacher) for providing an excellent start to home schooling. I
appreciate you had hardly any notice but the engagement offered this time round is so much more effective. Thank
you to (teacher) for her sessions with the children and for enabling us to also get on with our jobs too. Having Teams
and a more structured day has made such a difference and (Name) seems so much more engaged. With heartfelt
thanks for managing so well in this challenging situation
I am so very impressed with the organisation for both year 1 and 3. Outstanding remote learning. Thank you all very
much. It appears, Frieth is ahead of all the local Marlow schools currently. Amazing.
Thanks so much for the amazing home learning experience you are providing for our children in (class). You are
amazing and the children are getting so much from being part of this experience. (Name) has enjoyed the work so
much and I’m surprised how she is engaging and challenging herself. Thank you so much to the real superheroes of
this terrible time.
It’s so heart-warming to see what a community the school is, despite the physical constraints.
We wanted to let you know how impressed we have been by the provision for online learning. It is like night and day
compared with the last lockdown. Thank you very much for all the effort you have gone to to create as much of a
group classroom environment as possible in these circumstances…Thanks again - the online teaching and ability to
engage with you and their friends has meant the world to the children.
Thank you for everything you, the teachers and staff have done this week to make the best of this very challenging
situation. All your efforts are very much appreciated.
I would just like to express my thanks to all the staff at school for all your hard work and your dedication to continue
providing parents with kindness and support during these difficult times.
Please pass my special thanks to (teacher) for all the hard work, support and time she put in to make the first week
of remote learning go as smoothly as it did. The work was well structured, is fully explained to the children during
the morning registration and is a good mixture of some online lessons and some lessons working independently. As a
working (from home) parent this structured daily lesson plan is working brilliantly for us, (Name) is requiring little
help/input from me and he enjoyed his first week of remote learning. On Tuesday morning, before ‘home school’
started we had tears, (Name) was feeling very anxious about everything, so the fact he finished the week happy and
feeling more settled is testimony to what a brilliant job (teacher) did.
I just wanted to say that the teachers are doing an absolutely fantastic job - they’ve been so reassuring and patient. I
am really impressed with how the school is handling everything. Well done to all of you.
I just wanted to say well done for an absolutely brilliant start to home-schooling…it can’t have been easy! (Name)
has taken to it much easier than I expected and I think for him, seeing you on screen and knowing he has to
complete the work which will be handed in/talked about at the end of the day has given him much more of a focus
than when I was trying to ‘teach’ him myself. Everything you are doing is without doubt 100% better than what we
had to go through last spring/summer - and for that I am very grateful to you.

